Deposited in University Archives by the Centenary Committee via David Davies (Physics) 12 Dec. 1983.
Additional items received from Eve Pettitt 5 Oct. 1984

UNIVERSITY CENTENARY COMMITTEE

VIDEO RECORDINGS

Video recordings of interviews with former staff etc made by or for the Centenary Committee. Also a copy of unedited material relating to the University shot by the A.B.C. and purchased by the Committee. Recordings were made either on U-matic video cassettes (facilities for viewing U-matic video still available (1990) in the Arts Faculty) or on 1 inch video tape on reels (no facilities for viewing but a recorder has been lent to Uni. Archives which can be used with a T.V. monitor).

U-MATIC VIDEO RECORDINGS

A.B.C. material: unedited footage purchased from A.B.C. U-matic UT517/1
See list appended for details video A cassettes 1B 1C

"Centenary snippets"
Produced by Cttee U-matic video cassette
Sample of visual material collected by Cttee used for P.R. exercise inc.
- color bars, Prof. Pitman, Lord Casey,
- air photo of building of Uni.,
- earthworks, site visit by Governor Q. 1954, Mrs Scott interview

Interviews: Dr. J. Polya (20 mins) " " 3
Prof. A. Cobbold (27 mins.) 17 Dec.1980 Sony
Interviews: R.Hood (19 mins); K. Waters (24 mins.); Classics Museum " " 5
Prof. R. Selby Smith interview (15 mins) " " 4

Open Days 1981: V.C's opening address (4 .5 mins); Russell Smith; Centre For The Arts; Student's Union; Library " " 6
1 INCH VIDEO TAPE RECORDINGS

Produced by Committee

6 x 1 ins video tapes in cans

Interviews: Mrs Scott; Prof. Townsley; UT517/7

Interviews: Prof. Hickman; Dr Curtis; Kearney Pt. 1 – EMBARGO 8

Interviews: Kearney Pt. 2 – EMBARGO;
Mr Waterworth (Optics Lab.); Dr A.G. Fenton 9

Interview: George Wilson 10

Interviews: Dr Cheeseman Pt. 2; Prof. Cardno Pt. 2 – EMBARGO 11

Interview: Dr Curtis (in envelope) 13

NB: picture unstable, sound OK, but for audio cassettes see UT388